
NURSERY | CLEAN UP

Wipe down all large surfaces and toys (tables, shelves, kitchen, riders, etc.)

Take all toys from that gathering, place them in the appropriate gathering bin 
and take them into the staging room

In the staging room, wipe down with sanitizing wipes anything that cannot be 
placed in the bleach water, place anything appropriate into the bleach water

Sanitize diaper changing station

Vacuum and/or sweep all flooring

Take all trash to the dumpster (after each gathering)

Reset the room

After the final gathering, remove all toys from the bleach water, dry them, and 
place them into the appropriate gathering bin for next week’s use

NURSERY | SET UP

Attend team huddle at 9:00am or 10:35am

Turn on lights

Open the top of the half door

Turn on music using Spotify playlist found on myfreedom.org/kidsteam

Retrieve gathering bin from staging room 

Check your supplies (cheerios, diapers, etc.) in case you need to restock from 
the closet and/or cabinets

Pull out 1-2 toys and set them up on the floor to engage kids (ex: pull out 
lego blocks and start a small tower, lay a few blocks beside it to help guide 
kids into play)

Put personal belongings in staging room so they are out of sight

Check the room for cleanliness and wipe down anything that does not appear 
clean

Send Co-Leader to help with escorting kids into the environment 

Diaper bags will be placed on coatracks that will be rolled outside your door, 
only use if necessary, then place back on the coatrack

Be ready to engage with kids as they arrive and have fun!

http://myfreedom.org/kidsteam


TWO’S | CLEAN UP

Wipe down all large surfaces and large toys (tables, shelves, kitchen, etc.)

Take all toys from that gathering, place them in the appropriate gathering bin 
and take them into the staging room

In the staging room, wipe down with sanitizing wipes anything that cannot be 
placed in the bleach water, place anything appropriate into the bleach water

Vacuum and/or sweep all flooring

Take all trash to the dumpster 

Place all unused lesson materials back in the gathering bin neatly and place 
gathering bin back in the appropriate location 

Turn off all technology and lights

After the final gathering, remove all toys from the bleach water, dry them, and 
place them into the appropriate gathering bin for next week’s use

TWO’S | SET UP

Attend team huddle (30 minutes prior to the gathering start time)

Turn on lights

Test the Bible story video and have it on and ready to go

Turn on music playlist

Retrieve lesson materials for the day from the gathering bin and complete any 
set up that is necessary

Set up SOCIAL activities throughout the space so that kids are ready to 
engage when they come into the room

Send Co-Leader to help with escorting kids into the environment 

Put personal belongings away so they are out of sight

Check the room for cleanliness and wipe down anything that does not appear 
clean

Be ready to engage with kids as they arrive and have fun!



PREK | CLEAN UP

Wipe down all large surfaces and toys (tables, shelves, kitchen, riders, etc.)

Take all toys and materials from that gathering, place them in the appropriate 
gathering bin and take them into the staging room

In the staging room, wipe down with sanitizing wipes anything that cannot be 
placed in the bleach water, place anything appropriate into the bleach water

Vacuum and/or sweep all flooring (after each gathering)

Take all trash to the dumpster (if last gathering)

Reset the room and lesson materials for the next gathering (if applicable)

Turn on music for the next gathering (if applicable)

Turn off all technology and lights (if last gathering)

After the final gathering, remove all toys from the bleach water, dry them, and 
place them into the appropriate gathering bin for next week’s use

PREK | SET UP

Attend team huddle at 9:00am or 10:35am

Turn on lights

Test Bible story video on TV

Turn on music playlist on TV

Retrieve lesson materials for the day from the gathering bin and complete any 
set up that is necessary

Set up SOCIAL activities throughout the space so that kids are ready to 
engage when they come into the room

Send Co-Leader to help with escorting kids into the environment 

Put personal belongings in staging room so they are out of sight

Check the room for cleanliness and wipe down anything that does not appear 
clean

Be ready to engage with kids as they arrive and have fun!



K-5TH | CLEAN UP

Vacuum and/or sweep large and small group areas

Place all unused lesson materials back in the gathering bin neatly and place 
gathering bin back in the appropriate location 

Sanitize mircrophone

Turn off screens, microphone, and media (if last gathering)

Place all reusable materials (i.e. balls, markers, etc) in the staging room to be 
sanitized after the final gathering 

In the staging room, wipe down with sanitizing wipes anything that cannot be 
placed in the bleach water, place anything appropriate into the bleach water

Take all trash to the dumpster (if last gathering)

After the final gathering, remove all materials from the bleach water, dry them, 
and place them into the appropriate gathering bin for next week’s use

K-5TH | SET UP

Attend team huddle at 9:00am or 10:35am

Turn on lights

Retrieve lesson materials for the day from the appropriate gathering bin and 
complete any set up that is necessary

Check media, microphone, and screens to be sure everything is on and 
working. 

Set up SOCIAL activities throughout the room before kids arrive

Put personal belongings in staging room so they are out of sight

Check the room for cleanliness and wipe down anything that does not appear 
clean

Turn on the music playlist using the media computer

Be ready to engage with kids as they arrive and have fun!



PRODUCTION | CLEAN UP

Set the screens back to Freedom Kids Logo (if there is a next gathering)

Retrieve the mic, sanitize it, and place back in the appropriate location 

Turn off screens and sound (if last gathering)

Quit the ProPresenter program on the computer (if last gathering)

Turn off stage lights (if applicable and last gathering)

Shut the computer lid (if last gathering)

Throw away production script (if last gathering)

Make sure that the production area is neat, sanitized, and any trash is thrown 
away

Report to Experience Lead to help with any other needs before leaving

PRODUCTION | SET UP

Attend team huddle (30 minutes prior to the gathering start time)

Turn on screens and sound

Retrieve your production script from the gathering bin (located in large group 
bag)

Pull up the appropriate weekly ProPresenter Playlist on the computer

Test the mic and give it to the large group leader

Test sound and screen graphics to make sure everything works

Turn on stage lights (if applicable)

Play the K-5th Pre-Gathering Playlist music located to the right of 
ProPresenter (this must be playing 20 minutes before gathering start time)

Play the Freedom Kids 5M Countdown 5 minutes before the gathering start 
time (be sure to pause the K-5th pre-gathering playlist before you start 
countdown)

Be ready to engage with kids 15 minutes before each gathering and have fun!



CHECK-IN | DURING GATHERINGS

Close check-in 15 minutes after the start of the gathering

Leave systems in place and running

Wipe down check-in area with a Clorox wipe (after each gathering)

Wipe down screens with microfiber cloth (after each gathering)

Reorganize check in area for the next gathering

Check tag rolls and replace if almost empty

Walk around to the environments to check that each group has a head count 
for kids and Dream Team on their wall; write down the numbers for the 
metrics team

Assist the Gathering and Experience Leads with any need

Begin preparing for Check Out by taking position at 10:30am or 12:00pm

CHECK-IN | SET UP

Retrieve iPads and/or computers if necessary and set up using pictures on 
set up card

If needed, take the printers outside, plug them in, and turn them on

Open Fellowship One check in on iPad or computer 

Enter activity code and select the appropriate gathering

Open printer setting and re-connect all iPads to printers for good measure

Test each check-in station before team huddle

Set out nursery care cards + accessories (sharpies, zip ties, scissors) neatly

Set out hand sanitizer

Check the area for cleanliness and wipe down anything that does not appear 
clean (use microfiber cloths for screens)

Attend team huddle at 9:00am or 10:35am 

Be ready to open check-in 15 minutes prior to the gathering start time



*Apple ID Password: Livinginfreedom1

CHECK-IN | CLEAN UP

Leave printer systems ON [MR ONLY]

Unplug printers and bring them inside to designated area (if last gathering) 
[BA and RS ONLY]

Wipe down check-in area with a Clorox wipe (after each gathering)

Wipe down screens with microfiber cloth (after each gathering)

Close out check in app (double click home button and swipe up)

Put iPads away and plug them into their charging station

Place all materials back in staging rooms [BA and RS ONLY]

Report to Experience Lead to help with any other needs before leaving



GATHERING LEAD | FIRST GATHERING

PRE-GATHERING

Arrive by 8:45am to the gathering 

Help Check In Team set up check in area and test before Huddle 

Greet the team as they arrive and check them in using the Brushfire app

Attend All Dream Team huddle at 9:00am. Follow up by managing the Kids 
Team huddle to be sure general announcements are given

Ensure diaper bag rack is at check in for parents 

CHECK-IN 

Give gentle reminder for kids to wash hands before checking in 

Manage Check In: Greet parents and kids as they arrive with energy and 
excitement, be prepared to escort kids to their designated areas, be prepared 
to answer questions or concerns from parents

GATHERING

Be on the lookout for wins and needed improvements throughout the day

When the gathering begins, team up with the Experience Lead to check in on 
environments and leaders to see how things are flowing; make changes as 
necessary; watch for growth barriers

Work with the Experience Lead to watch as small groups begin to make sure 
small group leaders are on task and leading groups

Ensure the different environments have been reminded to prepare for Check 
Out at 10:30am

Ensure Check In Team is at Check Out posts, ready for parents

CHECK-OUT 

Ensure diaper bag rack is at Nursery Check Out for parents 

Manage Check Out and assist the Experience Lead and Co-Leaders with 
bringing kids to be picked up by parents

POST-GATHERING

Be sure the Group Leaders are following post-gathering checklist 

Track your gathering team’s health: How is ratio between kids and leaders? 
How consistent are your team members? Does anyone need encouraged?

Tag in with the Experience Lead to see how things went and to see if anything 
needed adjusting

When every kid has been checked out, follow up with the Group Leaders to 
be sure that everything on the cleaning list has been completed

When the next Gathering Lead arrives, share anything with them that they 
may need to know for the next gathering, then head to the adult gathering 
after everyone is checked out and cleaning is complete

Send at least one win and one challenge to David and Bethany 

* Be prepared throughout the gathering to make quick, high level decisions.  This 
will be essential in leading your team. If any questions remain on the decisions 
made, reach out to David and Bethany Rinard after the gathering.



GATHERING LEAD | SECOND GATHERING

PRE-GATHERING

Arrive by 10:35am to the gathering to tag in with the previous Gathering Lead

Help Check In Team set up check in area and test before Huddle 

Greet the team as they arrive and check them in using the Brushfire app

Lead the Kids Team Huddle to share any specific announcements

Ensure diaper bag rack is at check in for parents 

Join in with the Group Leaders from previous gathering to sanitize and 
prepare for the gathering

CHECK-IN

Give gentle reminder for kids to wash hands before checking in 

Manage Check In: Greet parents and kids as they arrive with energy and 
excitement, be prepared to escort kids to their designated areas, be prepared 
to answer questions or concerns from parents

GATHERING

Be on the lookout for wins and needed improvements throughout the day

When the gathering begins, team up with the Experience Lead to check in on 
environments and leaders to see how things are flowing; make changes as 
necessary; watch for growth barriers 

Work with the Experience Lead to watch as small groups begin to make sure 
small group leaders are on task and leading groups

Ensure the different environments have been reminded to prepare for Check 
Out at 12.00pm

CHECK-OUT

Manage Check Out and assist the Experience Lead and Co-Leaders with 
bringing kids to be picked up by parents

POST-GATHERING

Be sure the Group Leaders are following post-gathering checklist 

Track your gathering team’s health: How is ratio between kids and leaders? 
How consistent are your team members? Does anyone need encouraged?

Tag in with the Experience Lead to see how things went and to see if anything 
needed adjusting

When every kid has been checked out, follow up with the Group Leaders to 
be sure that everything on the cleaning list has been completed

When everything is completed, head to lunch and have an awesome day! 

Send at least one win and one challenge to David and Bethany 

* Be prepared throughout the gathering to make quick, high level decisions.  This 
will be essential in leading your team. If any questions remain on the decisions 
made, reach out to David and Bethany Rinard after the gathering.



EXPERIENCE LEAD | FIRST GATHERING

PRE-GATHERING

Arrive by 8:45am to the gathering 

Briefly check environments to see that everything is in place 

Check gathering bins for correct weekly materials

Attend the All Dream Team huddle at 9:00am

Greet your team as they arrive

Attend Kids Team huddle for general announcements

Check that group leaders have retrieved materials and that they have what 
they need

Ensure group leaders have properly set up social activities for pre-gathering

CHECK-IN

Be a part of Check-In by escorting kids to their environments and keeping the 
Check-In Team on task (Co-Leaders also assisting in escorting)

At 9:25am check to make sure that the 5 minute countdown has been started 
by the media team for K-5th environment

GATHERING

Once the gathering begins, team up with the Gathering Lead to check in on 
the environments and teams to make sure things are flowing well (phones 
away and team focused on kids)

Be on the lookout for wins and needed improvements throughout the day

Watch as small groups begin to make sure small group leaders are on task 
and leading groups; If a group finished too early, be sure that the kids are 
being engaged by the small group leader and staying in their small group 
space

At 10:30am, remind the team to be preparing for Check Out

CHECK-OUT

Once Check-Out begins, assist the Co-Leaders in bringing kids to their 
parents

POST-GATHERING

When all the kids are checked out, ensure group leaders are following the 
post-gathering checklists

Ensure gathering bins are sanitized and placed back in staging room 

Remove the weekly materials and replace with next week’s weekly materials 
for the 9:30am Gathering

Tag in with the Gathering Lead to see if any improvements should be made

Tag in with next gathering’s Experience Lead to assist and ensure things are 
in place for next gathering

Head to the adult gathering and enjoy worship 

* OVERALL TASK: Ensure that the experience for the kids in the environments is 
excellent, exciting, and engaging.



EXPERIENCE LEAD | SECOND GATHERING

PRE-GATHERING

Arrive by 10:35am to the gathering to tag in with the previous Experience 
Lead

Briefly check environments to see that everything is in place 

Check gathering bins for correct weekly materials

Greet your team as they arrive

Attend Kids Team huddle for general announcements

Check that group leaders have retrieved materials and that they have what 
they need

Ensure group leaders have properly set up social activities for pre-gathering

CHECK-IN

Be a part of Check-In by escorting kids to their environments and keeping the 
Check-In Team on task (Co-Leaders also assisting in escorting)

At 10:55am check to make sure that the 5 minute countdown has been 
started by the media team for K-5th environment

GATHERING

Once the gathering begins, team up with the Gathering Lead to check in on 
the environments and teams to make sure things are flowing well (phones 
away and team focused on kids)

Be on the lookout for wins and needed improvements throughout the day

Watch as small groups begin to make sure small group leaders are on task 
and leading groups; If a group finished too early, be sure that the kids are 
being engaged by the small group leader and staying in their small group 
space
At 12:00pm, remind the team to be preparing for Check Out

CHECK-OUT

Once Check-Out begins, assist the Co-Leaders in bringing kids to their 
parents

POST-GATHERING

When all the kids are checked out, ensure group leaders are following the 
post-gathering checklists

Ensure gathering bins are sanitized and placed back in staging room 

Remove the weekly materials and replace with next week’s weekly materials 
for the 9:30am Gathering

Help out with any other cleaning needs until checklists are completed

Tag in with the Gathering Lead to see if any improvements should be made

Head to lunch and have a great day! 

* OVERALL TASK: Ensure that the experience for the kids in the environments is 
excellent, exciting, and engaging.


